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KUWAIT: In l ine with its  Simpler
Banking strategy, Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait
(ABK) is offering its customers the latest
Visa Checkout online payment feature;
a service which provides a fast, simple
and secure way for customers to man-
age their online payments. ABK cus-
tomers utilizing Visa Checkout will ben-
efit from the reduced number of fields
required to fill out, which have gone
from 44 to 2 fields, along with a simple
and secure sign-up process. 

The service also offers a more opti-
mized mobile and web shopping expe-
rience, and the best in-class fraud miti-
gation measure, where risk is evaluat-
ed at every stage to create a secure

foundation, using mechanisms such as
device f ingerprinting and step-up
authentication, which ultimately leads
to minimal fraud risk. Customers of
ABK interested in Visa Checkout can
simply visit eahli.com and register for
the service.

Visa Checkout has been adopted by
leading global brands, reinforcing the
benefits of the service to customers and
merchants alike. In turn, ABK is commit-
ted to adopting the latest technology
solutions that offer a simpler banking
experience, while offering more speed,
security and convenience; the ultimate
aim of the Bank’s ‘Simpler Banking’
strategy.

Burgan Bank announces
lucky winners of 

Yawmi account draw

KUWAIT: 50 years after it  was f irst
introduced to the world, the Chevrolet
Malibu maintains its leadership posi-
tion among vehicles of its class all
around the world, and especially in its
2017 model. The enhanced overall look
and improved per formance makes
owning a superior vehicle at a very
competitive price.  The new Malibu
2017 comes with a strong engine, a
chic and comfortable interior, and a
bold overall design, building on the
features that made the Malibu popular
in our part of the world.

Following its campaign last year,
‘The car you never expected”, which
involved people driving and analyzing
the features of the car which was com-
pletely debagged to be unrecogniz-
able, the Malibu stood out as a car
worth high-end vehicles; thanks to its
looks and features which comprise the
2.0L 4-cylinder turbocharged engine,
250HPat5, 300 rpm, 350 Nm at1, 700
rpm FWD, eight-speed auto transmitter.  

Superior performance 
Under its  hood,  the new Malibu

2017 covers a 2.0-liter four-cylinder tur-
bocharged engine generating a power
of 250HP, and a torque value of 350
Nm. The turbo engine is the first on any
Chevrolet vehicle introduced in the
Middle East. The twin-scroll turbo pro-

vides instantaneous response and vir-
tually eliminates the dreaded turbo lag.
The per formance further enhances
with the eight-speed transmission,
enabling the Malibu to hit 100 km/h in
under 6.5 seconds, giving drivers the
fast and efficient performance they
look for. 

Buyers of this class of cars with high
demands wil l  definitely have their
investment worth with a superior vehi-
cle from usual small cars in the same
segment. The 245/45 sized tires all-
around ensure the Malibu remains on

track while the all-around disc brakes
provide a confident brake feel. Power
transmission from the gas pedal to the
road is without a doubt, smooth and
highly sought after, particularly in this
segment. 

As for suspension, the 16 and 17-
inch wheels provide a quiet ride, while
an upgrade to 18-inch wheels provides
a soft ride giving a hint of the road
quality, and a more sophisticated look.
The new Malibu also boasts a host of
active and passive safety features,
which gives greater peace of mind

while on the road. A high-strength steel
safety cage is provided for the best
safety during accident impacts, in addi-
tion to a list of features that help mini-
mize accidents. These features include
Front Pedestr ian Aler t ,  For ward
Collision Alert with Following Distance
Indicator and Front Park Assist ensure
that the beautiful  front end of the
Malibu remains intact at all times. Blind
Zone Alert, Rear Cross Traffic Alert and
Lane Keep Assist with Lane Departure
Warning guarantees you to remain
stress-free at high-speed and in high-
traffic transits. Moreover, Intellibeam
technology ensures drivers get the best
road i l lumination,  with the Malibu
automatically switching to high beam
when it is best.

Attractive interior features
The interior of the Malibu was

designed to provide a world of comfort.
The front leather seats are electrically
adjustable and feature cooling; an ideal
addition to cope of the local weather.
Rear seats are also finished in leather
with wide legroom and headroom for a
stress-free experience. The leather-clad
steering wheel falls into hand easily for
ergonomic comfort. Further enhancing
the comfort experience, the Malibu fea-
tures a full-size panoramic roof, which
easily increases cabin airiness when

open. The center console is dominated
by an eight-inch touch screen, equipped
with the MyLink infotainment system to
connect to iOS and Android devices.
Functions such as audio, navigation,
comfort settings and many more can be
accessed through the steering-mounted
control to ensure drivers keep their
hands on the steering wheel and remain
focused on the road ahead. 

High-end exterior 
The Malibu 2017 received the

Chevrolet redesign treatment and design
fabric. The look and features are at par
with high-end carsata very attractive
price offering. The overall design of the
vehicle stands out as sharper, thanks to
its compact dimensions. The front end
looks aggressive with well styled grill
while the headlamp units are sleek that
fit the front-end geometry. The Chevrolet
badge is fit between the two-part front
grilles which have a chrome lining on
their perimeter. The hood’s design
strengthens the bold look of the Malibu
with a thick A-pillar defining the Malibu
from front to the sloping roofline. The
increased wheelbase of the new Malibu
ensures that the sloping roof does not
hinder rear passenger headroom, and
also provides great legroom. Towards the
rear, the aggressive lines give way to
smoother and simpler look.

Chevrolet’s Malibu 2017 stands out 
as the high-end vehicle in its class

KUWAIT: Millennial business owners in the Middle
East are more likely to be driven by the desire to
increase their influence and have a positive impact on
others than the overall average for entrepreneurs
globally, according to a new study by HSBC Private
Bank. The bank’s second Essence of Enterprise report,
launched yesterday, researched the views of over
4,000 entrepreneurs globally to understand the moti-
vations behind setting up their own businesses.

The research found that three in ten (29 percent)
Middle Eastern entrepreneurs in their 20s are motivat-
ed to set up their business in part by the desire to
have a positive impact on their community, while, a
third (33 percent) say they are also driven to have a
positive economic impact - a greater proportion than
their peers in every other region surveyed. By contrast,
20 percent of all entrepreneurs globally are motivated
by the need to have a positive impact on their com-
munity, while 25 percent want to have a positive eco-
nomic impact. 

The research found that 29 percent of millennial
entrepreneurs in the Middle East went into business
to build a name for themselves, compared with 23
percent of all entrepreneurs globally. The desire to
make a positive difference is borne out by the amount
of time spent dedicated to community activity and
volunteering. Middle Eastern millennial spend almost
an hour (58 minutes and 20 seconds) each day taking
part in these activities, 15 minutes longer than the

global average for all entrepreneurs and above the
average of 55 minutes and 19 seconds for other entre-
preneurs in their age group.

Middle Eastern millennial motivations extend to
nurturing talents within the company. Out of all
regions surveyed, this group, along with the millennial
in the US, are most likely to devote a high amount of
effort into inspiring and educating others (51 percent)

- ahead of millennial entrepreneurs in Europe (45 per-
cent) and Asia Pacific (43 percent).  They also just trail
the US in leading the way in placing a high amount of
effort in employment growth and staff welfare (52
percent of American millennial v/s 49 percent of
Middle Eastern millennial). Overall, millennial in the
Middle East dedicate a huge amount more time to
working than their worldwide peer group; the 12
hours and 35 minutes a day which they spend on
business activities is over two and a half hours longer
than the global average for millennial (ten hours and
three minutes).

Sobhi Tabbara, HSBC’s Global Market Head of
Private Banking, Middle East said: “The latest Essence
of Enterprise study shows that Middle Eastern entre-
preneurs are incredibly driven in meeting their goals,
with a hungry young generation working significantly
longer hours, compared to the rest of the world, to
achieve this. On top of the financial rewards, it is par-
ticularly interesting to see that altruism and the con-
sideration of overall impact on the community in
which businesses operate is becoming an important
factor in drawing entrepreneurs to starting their own
companies. 

“As we help drive and advise business owners in
achieving economic and social growth, studies such
as the Essence of Enterprise are vital helping us to
understand the unique passions and motivations of
our clients in the Middle East”  

Middle East millennial work 
hard to create positive impact

Sobhi Tabbara

KUWAIT: Committed to supporting the communities it
serves and ensuring the wellbeing of specific segments
of the society, Yusuf A. Alghanim & Sons Automotive,
the sole distributor of Cadillac vehicles in Kuwait,
renewed its social commitment during the Holy month
of Ramadan, pledging to donate a share of its profit of
each car sold to the Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS)
during the month of May 2017. In this light, the Cadillac
Alghanim represented by Rajesh Krishnan (Vice presi-
dent-Automotive-General motors’ brands & Mohamed
Eltalkhawi (General Manager-Cadillac Alghanim)in col-
laboration with Alghanim corporate communications
team presented by Abdullateef Al-Sharikh - Director-
Corporate Communications Alghanim industries team
presented the donation cheque to Helal Al-
Sayer(President of Board of Directors) of KRCS.

The initiative comes as part of the brand’s ongoing
commitment to various segments of the community,
be it education, awareness or individuals with special
needs. Falling under the Alghanim Industries and as
part of a philanthropic mandate, Cadillac Alghanim
will donate the amounts to a program targeting indi-
viduals with special needs& People with illness initiat-
ed and managed by the Red Crescent. 

KRCS performs various community roles in Kuwait,
targeting all those in need of support, aid and assis-
tance to overcome difficulties, tragedies and suffer-
ings, which foster its humanitarian and social efforts.
KRCS endeavors to treat patients in need residing in
Kuwait to maintain their safety and provide medicines,
medical needs, wheel chairs and other medical mat-
ters. KRCS is keen to provide all assistance to all the
categories present in Kuwait. 

It focuses on the welfare of families in need, interac-
tion with the social welfare houses’ guests, visiting
patients in the hospitals for the purpose of providing

social, psychological and entertainment welfare of the
patients and guests of social welfare houses. Since the
brand’s promising arrival to Kuwait, Cadillac has unceas-
ingly pushed the boundaries of design and engineering
in the nation, earning much deserved recognition and
status due to the groundbreaking cooperation it had
with Yusuf A. Alghanim & Sons Automotive, Cadillac’s
exclusive distributor in Kuwait. 

Founded in 1932, the company’s rich heritage and
distribution services are synonymous with market lead-
ership, determinedly built through a lifetime of trust
and success with numerous affiliations and internation-
al commercial brands. Within that same spirit, Cadillac
has maintained its leadership in the world of luxury
automobiles by redefining the design, performance and
technology envisioned by its parent company, General
Motors. And thanks to the premium services provided
by its Kuwaiti distributor, the brand has managed to ele-

vate its iconic vehicles to an even higher plane of pres-
tige. From designing a range of refined interior features
and sleek exterior lines, to adding raw power and finish-
ing touches that enrich the driver’s sense of individuali-
ty, Cadillac has intuitively managed to blend the worlds
of dynamic engineering and contemporary chic lifestyle
with a remarkable degree of success.

Alghanim enterprise has also provided Cadillac
with the biggest and most advanced service center in
the world, expertly managed by the most capable
engineers and technicians, and equipped with the lat-
est technology equipment for car maintenance. This all
coalesces so beautifully with the company’s award-
winning customer service team who readily under-
stands the unique needs and luxurious lifestyle of a
Cadillac owner, whose loyalty and satisfaction are just
one of the many awards enshrined in Cadillac’s never-
ending trophies stand.

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, the second largest
in terms of assets, announced yesterday
the names of the daily draw winners of its
Yawmi account draw, each taking home a
cash-prize of KD 5,000. The lucky winners
are: Mohammad Abdullah Al-Wazzan,
Jaafar Ahmad Al-Tarrah, Abdulrazzaq
Abdullah Ahmad, Redha Mohammad
Alkhayyat and Abeer Ali Alghanim. In addi-
tion to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also
offers a Quarterly Draw with more chances
to win higher rewards, offering the chance
to one lucky customer to win KD 125,000
every three months. 

The Yawmi Account offers Daily and

Quarterly Draws, wherein the Quarterly
Draw requires customers to maintain a
minimum amount of KD 500 in their
account for two months prior to the draw
date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the
account will entitle customers to one
chance of winning. If the account balance is
KD 500 and above, the account holder will
be qualified for both the quarterly and dai-
ly draws. Burgan Bank encourages every-
one to open a Yawmi account and/or
increase their deposit to maximize their
chances of becoming a winner. The higher
the level of the deposit, the higher the like-
lihood to win. 

ABK offers its customers 
the Visa Checkout 

online payment feature

Cadillac Alghanim to donate 
a share of its profit to KRCS


